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Operator
Good day ladies and gentlemen and welcome to the Vodacom Tanzania results conference call for
the year ended 31 March 2017. Vodacom Tanzania’s Managing Director, Ian Ferrao, will host the
conference call. He is joined this morning by the Finance Director, Jacques Marais. I will read the
forward-looking disclaimer before handing over to Ian Ferrao.
This announcement, which sets out the consolidated preliminary results of Vodacom Tanzania Public
Limited Company (‘the Company’) and its subsidiaries (‘the Group’) for the year ended 31 March
2017, contains ‘forward-looking statements’, which, save as is otherwise stated in the Prospectus
issued by the Company on 12 February 2017 (a copy of which is available on the Company’s website),
have not been reviewed or reported on by the Group’s auditors, with respect to the Group’s financial
condition, results of operations and businesses and certain information relating to the Group’s plans
and objectives. In particular, such forward-looking statements include statements relating to: the
Group’s future performance; future capital expenditures, acquisitions, divestitures, expenses,
revenues, financial conditions, dividend policy, and future prospects; business and management
strategies relating to the expansion and growth of the Group; the effects of regulation of the Group’s
business by the government in the country in which it operates; the Group’s expectations as to the
launch and roll out dates for products, services or technologies; expectations regarding the operating
environment and market conditions; growth in customers and usage; and the rate of dividend growth
by the Group.

During this call unless otherwise specified all growth rates stated will be year on year growth rates
and all amounts stated will be in Tanzanian Shillings. If you do not have a copy of the results
announcement
it
is
available
on
the
investor
relations
website
on
www.vodacom.co.tz/investor-relations. All participants will be in listen-only mode and there will be an
opportunity to ask questions later during the conference, if you need assistance during the call please
signal an operator by pressing star and then zero. Please also note that this call is also being
recorded. I would now like to hand the conference over to the Ian Ferrao. Please go ahead, sir.
Ian Ferrao
Thank you Chris. Good morning everyone. Habari za asubuhi. From my side before we unpack our
preliminary financials in detail, maybe let me start by telling you what stands out for me in this set of
results. Firstly I’m very pleased to announce that these results have exceeded both the profitability
and operating free cash flow targets which were included in our prospectus. I think this builds
confidence to our prospective investors coming on post the IPO. Secondly, despite a highly
competitive environment, solid progress has been made in most of our strategic priority areas,
delivering a stronger second half performance with improving customer market share - as shown in
the reports of our industry’s regulator, the TCRA.
And finally on our growth drivers, M-Pesa consistently delivered strong growth throughout the year
despite the increase in excise duty on 1st July 2016. On data, we see encouraging usage and active
customer growth trends following our efforts to introduce affordably priced smartphones into the
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market and attractive data propositions. I will outline more details on these growth drivers a little later
in the call.
From an overall perspective I am encouraged by the solid progress that we’ve made this year. Let’s
now unpack the financials.
In terms of service revenue for the year, service revenue was down marginally by 0.4% to TZS 912.7
billion with an improved growth trend in the second half of the year. The entry of a new competitor in
2015 continues to weigh pressure on the industry and impacted performance. However, through
strong commercial execution, we were able to successfully combat these pressures, increasing our
customer market share in the second half of the year. In addition, through optimising incentives and
efficiencies within our channels, our active customer base recovered in the second half of the year,
reaching 12.6 million customers, up 2.2% year on year.
Total expenses increased 6% to TZS 689.2 billion mainly because of greater network operating costs
as a result of accelerated network investments made over the last two years. Furthermore, greater
device subsidy, channel incentives and higher interconnect costs also contributed to this growth but
simultaneously provided protection of market share. In terms of the EBITDA, it declined 11.6% to TZS
252.6 billion with a margin of 27.1%. The EBITDA impact from slower revenue growth and greater
network operating costs was limited by our vigorous focus on cost containment through our “Fit for
growth” programme which improved operating leverage during the period, protecting EBITDA margin
from further compression.
Capital expenditure of TZS 150.5 billion was predominantly directed at provided network capacity for
both data and voice, 4G deployment, 3G network expansion and increasing 2G coverage. We
increased the number of sites by an additional 342 2G sites and 612 3G sites. In other words, our 3G
sites actually increased by 42.9% during the period, executing on our vision to lead Tanzania into the
digital age. We also launched 4G on 278 sites in Dar es Salaam with high capacity fibre and
microwave backhaul to all sites. Through investments made as part of the consortium we deployed
1,500km of backbone fibre as well as deploying 150km of our own metro fibre, enabling us to cater
for continued increasing data usage growth.
Operating free cash flow increased 36.0% to TZS 116.8 billion, positively impacted by 30.5% lower
capital expenditure offsetting the 11.6% decline in EBITDA. Free cash flow increased 11.2% to TZS
22.3 billion despite higher debt service payments during the year, relating to the repayment of interest
on shareholder loans. Earnings per share grew by 63.4% to TZS 28.3 per share as a result of the
EBITDA decline being offset by a lower depreciation and amortisation charge, a positive impact of
our change in accounting treatment of our Helios Towers Tanzania, and a 47.6% lower tax expense.
Finally, the board will recommend a dividend, in accordance with our dividend policy, for approval by
the shareholders at the annual general meeting. The date of the annual general meeting will be
rescheduled and communicated in due course.
If I could now move to the components of service revenue. M-Pesa, our standout, grew 11.2% to TZS
249.6 billion and now accounts for 27.3% of our service revenue. We continue to see strong M-Pesa
customer base growth of 13.3% during the period to 8.0 million customers, as well as higher
transaction volumes and customer spend as we continue to expand the mobile payment ecosystem.
Our merchant rollout continues to gain momentum with over 2,000 merchants transacting every
month. Mobile voice revenue declined 5.6% to TZS 416.3 billion. However, minutes of use per month
has increased 26.6% as a result of greater adoption of voice-only bundles. Mobile income revenue
decreased 1.9% to TZS 96 billion as a result of lower incoming international minutes and a 6% MTR
cut in January 2016 and 2017. Messaging revenues decreased by 2.9% to TZS 23.4 billion. However,
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the number of SMS messages transmitted increased by 52.8% primarily as a result of the success of
our SMS-only bundles, which were launched in the second half of the year.
Mobile data revenue increased 1.1% to TZS 105.1 billion despite the number of data bundles sold
growing by more than 20% and data traffic growing by more than 50%. Revenue growth however was
offset by a migration from integrated bundles, which are inclusive of data, to voice-only bundles, as
well as a reduction in out of bundle spend. These offsetting factors, also accompanied by competitive
pressures, led to a reduced effective price per megabyte. We continued to drive the adoption of data
bundles though targeted data propositions, such as our free Facebook offerings, whilst ensuring
customers have access to attractive low-cost smartphones in the market in order to facilitate greater
2G to 3G migration.
As a result we have seen demand for our mobile data services accelerate and have gained 1 million
additional active data customers to reach 6.5 million active data customers, an increase of 19.4%
during the period. We also launched high speed 4G coverage across Dar es Salaam and produced
impressive download speeds which are now over 60% faster than our next-best competitor. We will
continue to explore opportunities for spectrum acquisition which will enable us to take 4G into other
regions in the country.
On regulatory matters, our IPO opened on 9th March and closed yesterday on 11th May. We still
expect to list our shares on 6th June on the Dar es Salaam Stock Exchange. In July last year, we
acquired a company called Shared Networks Tanzania which gave us access to spectrum in the 900
MHz band in rural Tanzania. On customer registration, we remain committed to achieving compliance
with the regulator’s requirements as well as participating as a member of the regulator-led steering
committee. That concludes our highlights on the period. Let me take some time to just reiterate our
outlook, targets and priorities going forward.
I believe that our M-Pesa platform, superior data network and relevant consumer propositions will
continue to drive improved results in the coming year despite the competitive environment. The recent
trends we are seeing in customer, data and M-Pesa growth support this view, and I believe the
investments made during the previous years have provided a solid foundation to best monetise these
growth opportunities. In particular, improved data monetisation is a core objective for the year ahead
along with continued focus on segmentation and customer value management. We continue to expect
acceleration in data usage over the medium term as we drive up the number of smartphones on our
network and invoke low data usage users to realise the full potential of their devices.
So in conclusion we maintain our targets to those disclosed in the Vodacom Tanzania prospectus for
the next financial year. However, please note that these targets exclude spectrum purchases, any
M&A activity, and they also assume a broadly stable Tanzanian Shilling, stable macroeconomic
environment and stable regulatory environment. Okay, on that note that concludes my comments.
Jacques and myself are here and ready to take any questions you may have. Thank you very much.
Operator
Thank you very much sir. Ladies and gentlemen, at this time if you do wish to ask a question please
press star and then one on your touchtone phone. If you decide to withdraw your question please
press star and then two to remove yourself from the queue. Again if you wish to ask a question please
press star and then one now. We will pause a moment to see if we have any questions. Our first
question is from Kuda Kadungure of Investec Securities. Please go ahead.
Kuda Kadungure
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Morning Ian and Jacques. Right, just around the level of competition at the end of FY17 and if you
can as well give us some insight into how that’s evolved since end of FY17. What is happening with
the pricing, promotions, what are you seeing from your competitors?
Ian Ferrao
Okay. Thank you Kuda. Let me take that. I think if you look at broadly the whole of FY17 as we
described in the results it is clearly a tale of two halves where there were more extreme competitive
pressures in the first half and a good rebound recovery in the second half of the year. Part of that
recovery in the second half of the year was definitely based on a more stable pricing environment in
the market. We continued to see pricing recovery specifically in data where we actually saw data
pricing within our bundles increase, effective pricing of data within the bundles increased twice during
the second half of the year. I think it comes through in the fact that we’ve talked about the profitability
crunch within the industry and the extreme pricing pressures that came through 2014 and 2015 now
starting to recover themselves as the investment for data starts to increase and as data customers
on the network also increase.
I think what was really positive for me is that if you look at the regulator reports which are available
on the TCRA website we saw our customer market share improving over the second half of the year.
I think that has come from a lot of the actions that were taken in the first half of the year which did
have an EBITDA effect which I mentioned – the cost that we put into the network, interconnect cost,
device subsidy and channel costs – but that really helped to protect our market share better than
other competitors in my mind versus the new entrant. So you will see versus number two and number
three in the market, Vodacom’s customer market share improving on the back of that.
Kuda Kadungure
M&A opportunities. You mentioned, well you didn’t say specifically who, but have there been any
developments, any progress, any discussions in that regard?
Ian Ferrao
So we continue to explore all M&A opportunities available in the market. There are active processes
which we are currently embarked on, but at this stage we cannot disclose any more information about
who we are looking at exploring. I think I have said many times before that we do expect there to be
some level of consolidation in the near to medium term within this market given the number of players
that exist and given the nature of the profitability of many of those operators in the market. So we do
believe that opportunities will continue to present themselves to us. And as a management team we
continue to explore, and as soon as we can announce where we are in some of these processes we
will do so.
Operator
Do you have any further questions, Kuda?
Kuda Kadungure
No, that will be all from me. Thank you.
Operator
Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen, again if you wish to ask a question please press star
and then one now. Our next question is from Binta Drave of Exotix. Please go ahead.
Binta Drave
Good morning and thank you for the presentation. My question is about the data monetisation and
data in general. I just wanted to have your outlook on the short to medium term outlook for data.
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Would you be able for example to also share with us the smartphone penetration as you stand at the
moment in Tanzania?
Ian Ferrao
Okay. Thank you, Binta. I will take that question as well in terms of data. So a lot of our CapEx as
you know has been focused on building out the data network over the last 24 months. We are now
starting to really see the benefits of that coming through as data returns to double digit growth and
similar levels of growth that you would expect to see in an emerging market where you have customer
growth as well as traffic growth from existing customers. So my outlook for data is that I expect it to
grow double digits from here on and to continue to become a more sizeable part of our business.
Today you will see that it’s about 11% of total revenue. If you exclude M-Pesa from our total revenue
then it is sitting between 15% and 16% of our total revenue. So we expect that to grow as you would
see with other emerging markets now. And I think that we will outpace our competitors because of
the capex that we have put in to building our data network in terms of the 42.9% increase you saw
last year in terms of 3G sites as well as the launch of 278 4G sites in Dar es Salaam with the intention
to now take that out further across the country as the spectrum becomes available.
So for monetisation, of course, the strategy is very simple. It’s around making sure we activate more
data customers in the market. It is about migrating 2G to 3G customers with low cost smartphones
including Vodacom branded smartphones. We sold over 153 thousand smartphones directly during
the course of last year which is more than we’ve ever done. And we’re now starting to take a bigger
chunk of the entire smartphone sales market through our focussed strategy on device subsidy and
low-cost smartphones. And then continued propositions to drive usage in terms of content
propositions. We’ve already got things like free Facebook running and we have a partnership with
Facebook, but more recently we have launched some video platforms. We have just launched a
platform with Kwesé TV who also have the streaming rights to the football premier league. And those
propositions are starting to drive usage on the network as well. You asked a question on smartphones.
So in terms of smartphone penetration on our base it is sitting at around 26%. And of course we
expect to see that grow sizeably over the coming year.
Binta Drave
Thank you very much.
Operator
Thank you. Our next question is from Omar Mohamed of Bloomberg News. Please go ahead.
Omar Mohamed
Hi Ian. I have a question just to confirm something you mentioned. You said that the IPO has closed
and that you expect to list shares on the 6th June?
Ian Ferrao
That is correct, Omar. So the IPO closed at midnight last night. As you are aware we extended the
IPO. We were due to close on the 19th April but we extended to the 11th May. So everything was
closed yesterday. We are now awaiting the final results as applications are still being entered into the
system from the brokers and there is a lot of reconciliation work that is still happening with our
receiving bank, and our lead advisor is basically coordinating all of that. So we expect to know the
position by mid to end of next week with the intention to still list on the stock exchange on the 6th June.
Omar Mohamed
Thank you.
Operator
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Thank you very much. Ladies and gentlemen, again if you wish to ask a question please press star
and then one now. We will pause a moment to see if we have any further questions. We do have a
follow-up question from Kuda of Investec. Please go ahead.
Kuda Kadungure
Hi. Ian, this is not necessarily a Vodacom Tanzania question only, but I guess more or less in relation
to what is happening to Safaricom in Kenya. You mentioned that they will be implementing mobile
money interoperability and the one question that keeps coming up was why interoperability amongst
agents hasn’t worked out. What have been your findings in Tanzania? Why hasn’t that been able to
be implemented in Tanzania?
Ian Ferrao
Okay, I can answer that for you, Kuda. We do have obviously mobile money interoperability here in
Tanzania and we have done for nearly 15 months where we have been integrated into the other
competitors’ mobile money platforms. What we have implemented is P2P interoperability. It means
that a customer can send from a mobile wallet on one of our competitors into an M-Pesa wallet on
Vodacom’s network or vice versa from their own wallet in M-Pesa they can send to one of our
competitors’ wallets. And that seems to have been working very well. I am very positive about P2P
interoperability specifically because Vodacom M-Pesa has a larger market share in the country. It
means that we are receiving more money. We are a net receiver of money from competitor wallets
into M-Pesa, for which we pay a fee, but actually we make an even greater fee from that customer
when they transact or withdraw within the M-Pesa perspective. So it is very positive for us, but more
positive from an overall size of mobile money in the country because we are effectively expanding
the pie because we’re taking out one of the barriers for customers to transact between multiple
wallets.
In terms of agent interoperability it’s not something we have implemented here in Tanzania. We have
79 thousand agents across the country. A lot of those are actually exclusive to Vodacom M-Pesa.
And it is almost double the size of our competitors. Now, a lot of the incentives that you offer in the
channel are different. The way you manage your agents in the market are different. And it becomes
very difficult to have interoperability implemented at an agent level. However, there are obviously
agents out there that have a competitor wallet and an M-Pesa wallet as well, so they are serving
customers already and you can go there with any wallet. But because you have this band of agents
that are only exclusive to you it doesn’t really make sense, especially as the distribution part of MPesa for us is one of our key differentiators. And we’ve probably out-invested our competition in terms
of building that. So I think it wouldn’t be a fair thing to do to try and implement interoperability at that
level. But P2P interoperability as I say is working very well and I think there are lots of learnings that
can be taken out of Tanzania.
Kuda Kadungure
Thank you Ian. That will be all from me.
Operator
Thank you. We have a follow-up question from Binta of Exotix. Please go ahead.
Binta Drave
Hi Ian. I just wanted to ask you what you view as the short and medium term key risks that you will
be facing. But also going back to M-Pesa what’s the future of M-Pesa as you see it in Tanzania?
What’s the most exciting part of M-Pesa going forward?
Ian Ferrao
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Okay. Thank you Binta. Okay, so the short-term risks I think are very clearly outlined in the prospectus.
And if we look at the regulatory risk we have outlined the risks that we face on SIM registration and
quality of service. I think nothing has changed since the road shows where we explained what we
were doing around these risks. In terms of SIM registration we are well locked into the regulator-led
steering committee. We have been implementing actions that have been mandated by that steering
committee. Of course it remains challenging because there isn’t a single national ID that can be used
in the country. So there are multiple IDs that are out in the market. Many customers I would say,
especially those below the age of 18, who do not have access to IDs at this stage. Part of the process
is encouraging them to try and go and get a national ID so we can help the authorities to ramp up. So
I think that risk is clearly going to continue to put pressure within the distribution front in terms of
customer acquisition. I think what’s positive about it is that with the steering committee we have a
more level playing field because all operators have to execute on the actions that are mandated.
Secondly I think a regulatory risk in terms of quality of service and pressure for all operators to try and
bring themselves up to the quality of service guidelines that have been issued by the regulator. There
are quarterly tests that are executed by the regulator and results published. I think what’s positive for
me is I’m seeing results improve quarter by quarter for Vodacom and we’re investing the capex in the
areas we think we can really make quality improvements. It remains challenging, let me be very
honest, given the fact that the pricing tables are very low and profitability levels across the industry
are also low in terms of the reinvestment capacity. So we will remain with the challenges but I think
we have strong plans in place as a management team to continue working through this.
In terms of the future of M-Pesa I’m very excited about M-Pesa. 27.3% of our service revenue now
and growing, because it is outperforming the GSM business in terms of growth. For me wave two is
now here, which is our merchant payment rollout. As I said we now have over 2,000 merchants
transacting. And that’s after only a four to five month rollout period. And we’re increasing investment
in that because we believe that we can digitalise cash and take out the cash that is being used to
transact on a daily basis. We’re excited because we have really refocussed our offering here and
we’ve put a lot of focus into the merchant experience and not just the customer experience and I think
that’s what’s going to help to make this extremely successful. We’ve seen it across the border in
Safaricom that merchants really can drive more cash into your ecosystem. And once the cash is in
your ecosystem your transaction volumes continue to increase. So it is definitely wave two for me.
I think the other side that is exciting is the business to business, the consumer to consumer, business
to consumer element. For me I see M-Pesa as being the biggest switch in the country. I have APIs
that are accessible to all businesses to connect to M-Pesa. And we would like to see more innovation
coming from the business community to create products and solutions using M-Pesa as the
transaction switch and using Vodacom as the distribution partner to 8 million M-Pesa customers. I
think that’s going to continue to grow. So I do think that we’re going to see more products come on
board as the ecosystem widens. This year we have plans to introduce more international money
transfer corridors as well. And there are a number of international money transfer partners who are
now on board and integrated into the platform. Along with merchants we will continue to keep double
digit growth going.
Binta Drave
Thank you. But how easy is it to do this international money transfer? Obviously you have things to
deal with like FX etc. How easy is it to implement and how supportive have people like the central
bank been regarding those international money transfers?
Ian Ferrao
International money transfer for me is a growth area. It is still in its infancy. So I don’t think we’ve got
big numbers to talk about. But I do see it as being a big part of our future. We have only implemented
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one corridor so far which is a direct corridor between Vodacom Tanzania and Safaricom in Kenya,
which of course is the biggest corridor for money movement in Tanzania anyway. And you’re right.
We have learnt a lot of lessons. Part of those lessons is around the management of FX movements
and the administration between the finance teams in reconciliation etc. I think going forward what’s
making this easier is there are specific companies that have set themselves up to become a switching
hub for international funds and have digitalised that space as well with FX movements being real time
in their platforms. So I think what we’re going to see is that area continuing to grow on the back of
partners who have opened up multiple corridors and improved the customer journey and the operator
journey in that experience, which is why I’m quite excited about what we can achieve as new corridors
do open up.
Binta Drave
Thank you.
Operator
Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, again a reminder if you wish to ask a question please press star
and then one. Our next question is from Charles Miyana of Alma Capital. Please go ahead.
Charles Miyana
Morning. Thank you very much for the presentation. I have a couple of questions. One on pricing
especially on your products. Given the competitive nature of your environment do you see any
reduction in your pricing going forward or in the next one to three years?
Ian Ferrao
Do you have more questions or should I kick off with an answer on that?
Charles Miyana
You can answer that.
Ian Ferrao
Thanks Charles. Appreciate the question. So in terms of pricing and where we are I think what I said
in the call was that we’ve seen much better stability in pricing in the second half of the financial year.
And I think that’s what has assisted us in leading to a rebound in customer growth and revenue growth
in the second half of the year. That pricing stability is specifically on voice, where traditionally we have
seen big declines it is now starting to flatten out. On data, I think in terms of pricing we continue to
see effective price per megabyte decline slightly, but there is twofold on that. One is that we have
seen that bundle pricing for data, the effective price per megabyte within a bundle, has actually gone
up specifically on above the line offers.
And that as an industry we’re seeing some of it led by Vodacom, some of it is not led by Vodacom.
But we continue to follow as pricing movements go up in the market as other operators also struggle
to monetise data at the current pricing as well as taking strain on network given lower investments
from their side on capital investments versus Vodacom. So we continue to see above the line price
per megabyte improvement in bundles. Just to summarise that, about 18 months ago for TZS 500
you were getting 250 megabytes in a daily bundle and today you are getting 70 megabytes on the
above the line bundles.
Where the dilution is coming through is that I talked a bit about customer value management and
what we’re doing in terms of below the line pricing and private pricing. And where we are protecting
our base that’s where we have sometimes been more aggressive in pricing. But we are now able to
differentiate our pricing between above the line, which is the majority of the base, and those customers
which are very price sensitive which we are able to then offer better offers to. And that starts to dilute
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the pricing slightly. So my view going forward over the next one to three years, I’m expecting to see
better pricing stability than what we’ve seen over the previous three years as the entire industry looks
for a recovery. And we’re seeing indications of that including the new entrant who has followed on all
pricing movements.
Charles Miyana
Thank you. My second question is with regard to your sale of your associates that [unclear]. Do you
see a risk where you will lose some level of control in regard to how the towers might be utilised going
forward?
Jacques Marais
It’s Jacques here. In terms of the towers we have a 12 year lease agreement [with circa 9 years until
expiry] with Helios Towers Tanzania. Our prices are locked in for the period. Yes, we have inflation
escalations going forward. But we believe exiting the equity stake will not impact the level of service
and level of security we have in terms of the usage and the operations of the Helios towers which we
are renting from them.
Charles Miyana
Okay. And then on that front with regard to your expansion as well given the fact that you have a huge
inflow of cash from the IPO will it be prudent to increase your capex on the same level as Safaricom
in Kenya investing so much in capex? I don’t know how you as management see that in Tanzania.
Ian Ferrao
So in terms of capital intensity the guidance in the forecast that we have in the IPO is that we will be
at 15.4% during FY18 which is a slight step down from the 16.2% that we have just reported in the
FY17 numbers. Remembering that some of our capex is different in terms of it being opex with the
Helios agreement. So there is a bit of a capex saving in terms of new towers where the passive side
is being built by Helios and charged back to us in opex. So I think we stick by the guidance that we
have put into the prospectus.
Charles Miyana
Okay. Just to finalise, what is your EBITDA guidance for the coming year as well as your dividend
policy? Is there a clear dividend policy at the moment?
Jacques Marais
Yes. In terms of the EBITDA as Ian mentioned we stick to the guidance we provided in the prospectus.
It is a 28.4% EBITDA margin for FY2018. Of course, for the trend forward we are predicting to go into
the 30s and over time to go over 35%. If you look at the dividend policy again as stated in the
prospectus, the dividend policy is for at least 50% of net profit after tax. So of course the dividend
policy had some provisions in. It will depend also on cash availability. It will depend on opportunities
in the market for M&A and so on. But all given, we stick to at least 50% of net profit after tax. For the
FY2017 I think we did in Ian’s statement advise that the board will recommend to the shareholders
for approval at the AGM a dividend which will consider the dividend policy.
Charles Miyana
Thank you.
Operator
Thank you. Ladies and gentlemen, a final reminder if you wish to ask a question please press star
and then one now. We will pause a moment to see if we have any further questions. We have a
question from Mozile Mathembe of The Public Service Pension Fund. Please go ahead. Mozile, I see
that you are on the web phone. If you have not given the browser permissions for the microphone we
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will not be able to hear you. Sir, we have no further questions other than that. Would you like to make
any closing comments?
Ian Ferrao
Thank you very much everyone for joining the call this morning. I hope that it’s cleared up any
questions you may have on the results. As stated the results are available on the Vodacom Tanzania
website under the investor relations tab. And we look forward to engaging with you further as we
move forward.
Operator
Thank you very much sir. Ladies and gentlemen, that concludes this conference call and you may
now disconnect your lines.

END OF TRANSCRIPT
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